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BIL233O – Succulents in Watercolor Workshop - ONLINE  

 

Paper (2 sheets) 
I will be working on an Arches Hot press block. Please have at least 2 sheets of 8x10 or larger 
Arches hot press watercolor paper from a pad, block or a sheet (cut down) If you are not 
working on a block (sides are glued) then you will need a stiff smooth board a little larger then 
your paper. 
tracing paper (2 sheets) 
 
Watercolor paints: (5) 
I use Winsor & Newton Professional watercolors, do not get Cotman colors or any studio grade 
paint. If you have another brand please check with me.  
Prussian Blue 
Winsor yellow 
Permanent Rose 
Neutral tint 
***small tube of W & N White gouache or Dr. Martin Bleed Proof  
 
Brushes (4) 
Mixing brush-synthetic like Simply Simmons round #6 
Sables- I use Raphael Series 8404 Kolinsky sable brush exclusively in sizes “0” and either size 
“3” or “4”. If you have Winsor Newton series 7 that is fine too.  
chisel bender size 2 like this 
 
Pencils (2) 
One soft pencil 3b or softer 
One hard pencil 2h 
 
Daisy Palettes (2) - one to hold your watercolor tube paints and one for mixing 
If you store your paints in half pan palettes and have these colors already, you can use that and 
a 7 well or bigger porcelain flower mixing palette as long as you have and know the location of 
the colors listed above in your palette box.  
 
If you are new and do not have a storage palette you will need one (1) seven well daisy palette 
with a lid and one larger porcelain mixing palette with seven or more wells. 
 
Printer 
You will need to print out the line drawing and reference photo that will be supplied prior to 
class.  
If you have another device such as an ipad that you can open the reference photo in that is 
ideal as printers do not always print the best image to paint from. You can also organize a 
desktop computer or labtop’s screen so that you can view the photo and the zoom session at 
the same time.  
 
Eyedropper  

https://www.amazon.com/Winsor-Newton-Designers-Gouache-Permanent/dp/B004ZHS5ZQ/ref=sr_1_2?crid=LM76UX2LH2X3&keywords=white+gouache&qid=1647461402&sprefix=White+goua%252Caps%252C103&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/Dr-Ph-Martins-400032-XXX-Bleedproof/dp/B008CRS1CM/ref=sr_1_1?crid=3ACX44ZL476EZ&keywords=bleed+proof+white+dr+martin&qid=1647461468&sprefix=bleed+pro%252Caps%252C101&sr=8-1
https://www.michaels.com/golden-taklon-short-handle-chisel-blender-brush-by-artists-loft-vienna/M10013303.html?dwvar_M10013303_size=2&dwvar_M10013303_color=None


 

Artist tape - white 
Lint free cotton rag, sponge or paper towels 
 
Computer for zoom session.  
If you have a phone stand and would like to log in twice, once for zoom and once for the 
camera hovered over your workspace that is fine. 

 


